


• Unfortunately, Russian cuisine hasn’t Unfortunately, Russian cuisine hasn’t 
made it big in the States. However, made it big in the States. However, 
that leaves one more facet of that leaves one more facet of 
Russian cultureRussian culture to discover on your  to discover on your 
own while you’re traveown while you’re travellling. You’ve ling. You’ve 
may have heard something about may have heard something about 
Russian traditional foods but have had Russian traditional foods but have had 
little opportunity to try them. little opportunity to try them. 

• Visitors to Russia are often surprised Visitors to Russia are often surprised 
at the variety and flavoat the variety and flavouurs of Russian rs of Russian 
traditional foods. traditional foods. MMany any of them of them can be can be 
described as “divine,” and they will described as “divine,” and they will 
have you searching for the recipes have you searching for the recipes 
when you return home! when you return home! 

• So what are some of the most So what are some of the most 
common traditional foods common traditional foods inin a  a 
traditional Russian restaurant’s menu? traditional Russian restaurant’s menu? 

http://goeasteurope.about.com/od/russia/tp/russiaculture.htm


• BorshchBorshch, of course, is beet soup, and one of , of course, is beet soup, and one of 
the most famous Russian traditional foods. Beets the most famous Russian traditional foods. Beets 
seem a strange base for soup to many seem a strange base for soup to many 
Westerners, but there are plenty of reasons that Westerners, but there are plenty of reasons that 
this hearty soup is one of Russia’s most famous this hearty soup is one of Russia’s most famous 
dishes. Full of vegetables and meat, the layered dishes. Full of vegetables and meat, the layered 
flavors in this soup are especially nice with a flavors in this soup are especially nice with a 
dollop of fresh sour cream.dollop of fresh sour cream.



• You may have already heard You may have already heard 
of of pirozhkipirozhki. These little . These little 
pastries can be packed full of pastries can be packed full of 
potatoes, meat, cabbage, or potatoes, meat, cabbage, or 
cheese. cheese. 

• Caviar, or Caviar, or ikraikra is really  is really 
something to get worked up something to get worked up 
about in Russia. Briny and about in Russia. Briny and 
sharp, it is often served on sharp, it is often served on 
dark, crusty bread or with dark, crusty bread or with 
bliniblini, which are like pancakes , which are like pancakes 
or crepes. Caviar on buttered or crepes. Caviar on buttered 
bread is a popular bread is a popular zakuskazakuska. . 

http://goeasteurope.about.com/od/russia/g/zakuska.htm


• Russian kebabs are called Russian kebabs are called shashlykshashlyk. Like any . Like any 
kebab, they can be a combination of meat and kebab, they can be a combination of meat and 
vegetables. vegetables. 

• PelmeniPelmeni are pastry dumplings filled typically  are pastry dumplings filled typically 
with meatballs. They can be served alone, with meatballs. They can be served alone, 
slathered in butter and topped with sour slathered in butter and topped with sour 
cream, or in a soup broth. Definitely a favorite cream, or in a soup broth. Definitely a favorite 
in Russia and abroad!in Russia and abroad!

• You can expect to find sour cream, or You can expect to find sour cream, or 
smetanasmetana, accompanying almost any Russian , accompanying almost any Russian 
traditional food—with crepes, in soups, and traditional food—with crepes, in soups, and 
even sometimes in dessert. Often, this sour even sometimes in dessert. Often, this sour 
cream is fresh and often melts into any warm cream is fresh and often melts into any warm 
dish, adding to its distinctive flavor.dish, adding to its distinctive flavor.

• Russians love ice creamRussians love ice cream, called , called morozhenoemorozhenoe. . 
It is common to find it on many restaurant It is common to find it on many restaurant 
menus with a variety of topping to choose menus with a variety of topping to choose 
from—like fruit, nuts, or chocolate.from—like fruit, nuts, or chocolate.

• Expect to find Expect to find Russian vodkaRussian vodka, tea, mineral , tea, mineral 
water, and soda on beverage menus. water, and soda on beverage menus. 

• Beer in RussiaBeer in Russia is also very popular.  is also very popular. 

http://goeasteurope.about.com/b/2009/06/22/russian-culture-monday-russian-love-for-ice-cream.htm
http://goeasteurope.about.com/od/russia/tp/russianvodka.htm
http://goeasteurope.about.com/od/russianculture/a/beerinrussia.htm


source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romanian_cuisine
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